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Highlights

A superlubric triboelectric

nanogenerator (SL-TENG) in the

macroscale is devised

The tribovoltaic effect causes the

SL-TENG to have a direct current

output

Enabled utilization of mechanical

energy in the macro-superlubric

friction state

Suitable for sensitive online

friction state detection based on

the unipolar output
Herein, a macro-superlubric triboelectric nanogenerator with ultralow friction

coefficient (<0.01) and ultralow wear rate is reported for optimizing the

performance of triboelectric nanogenerators, which output a direct-current

electrical signal due to the tribovoltaic effect. This work addressed the lubrication

problem of nanotriboelectric generators under high contact stress. Several LEDs

can be illuminated without rectification via the unipolar electricity. The close

relationship between friction and triboelectricity allows for the online monitoring

and early warning of friction state.
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Progress and potential

Reducing the friction coefficient

and solving the life problems

caused by wear of macroscale

triboelectric nanogenerators

(TENGs) are necessary for the

construction of long-service

energy-harvesting devices. The

high friction coefficient and wear

rate of the current energy-

harvesting devices are not

conducive to the development of

TENGs. This work provides an

original fabrication strategy of a

novel macro-superlubric

triboelectric nanogenerator

named ‘‘SL-TENG’’ based on
SUMMARY

Reducing the coefficient of friction (COF) and wear rate is significant
for triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs). Here, we devised a new
macroscale superlubric triboelectric nanogenerator (SL-TENG) that
can withstand high-contact stress with ultralow COF (<0.01) and ul-
tralow wear rate based on a hydrogenated diamond-like carbon
(DLC) film from the tribological perspective. Specifically, the SL-
TENG produced an output with the peak short-circuit current of
approximately 60 nA and a power density of up to 5.815 W/m2 dur-
ing the friction of DLC versus steel ballwith a Hertz contact stress of
1.37 GPa. Moreover, first-principle calculations demonstrate that
the ultralow friction on DLC is mainly due to the hydrogen-termi-
nated surface. The SL-TENG can generate direct current (DC) output
caused by tribovoltaic effect and can light up several light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) without rectification. Online superlubric friction moni-
toring and early warning can be realized, owing to the close corre-
spondence between tribology and triboelectricity.
tribovoltaic effect that is suitable

for mechanical-energy harvesting

and online friction-state

detection. Compared with other

materials, SL-TENG has a lower

coefficient of friction (COF < 0.01)

and wear rate and higher DC

output under continuous friction

process, paving the way for

TENG’s anti-friction and wear-

resistant design.
INTRODUCTION

Triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), a new energy-harvesting technology based on

themechanism of triboelectrification and electrostatic induction, has attracted great

attention in recent years.1–6 Furthermore, this technology can conveniently collect

disordered energy from friction processes or other mechanical processes and be

widely used in energy supply, self-powered microelectronic devices, and sen-

sors.7–14 However, the frictional wear and long-term stability of TENG are also

affected by the friction and wear condition of friction pair materials, which is the

key for the practical application of TENGs to collect energy from interfacial friction.

During the continuous contact-separation motion or long-term shear process, the

friction pair materials, especially polymer-based friction layers, will inevitably wear

and lead to decreased TENG energy collection efficiency and short working life.

The severe wear behavior can even cause the friction layer to grind through and

cause a short circuit of the electrodes, which is a disaster for TENG. Hence, the prob-

lem of wear during long-term friction process should be first solved to ensure that

the TENG can efficiently work for a long time. Usingmaterials with macroscale super-

lubricity to design a superlubric TENG (SL-TENG) with an ultralow coefficient of fric-

tion (COF) and wear rate is an effective solution.

Long-life working designs, such as changing the sliding friction to rolling friction, and

some special designs about the noncontact rotary structure, the intermediate layer

structure, the soft-hard contact TENG, and the slippery surface are critically impor-

tant to TENG.4,15–18 Recently, Professor Zheng’s team first achieved the operation of
Matter 5, 1–15, May 4, 2022 ª 2022 Elsevier Inc. 1
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the structural Schottky superlubric generator in microscale, which proves the feasi-

bility of the electrical output in the superlubricity.19 However, the design of superlu-

bricity of TENG in macroscale is still a challenge because friction pairs are limited by

the mechanical interlocking, adhesion, and surface interaction in reality. In partic-

ular, many macroscopic friction processes in ball-on-flat contact are carried out at

high speed and high normal load and need to withstand high contact stress, which

faces tribological challenges. Interestingly, the current design of some carbonmate-

rials provides the possibility of achieving SL-TENG, especially the huge potential of

macroscale superlubricity in the future.20–25 Macroscopic TENGs based on tribovol-

taic effect have received extensive attention. This kind of generator can directly

output a direct current (DC) signal, which is expected to realize the direct utilization

of interface energy without rectification. However, its friction pair materials are

mainly semiconductors (such as Si), which have problems, such as brittleness, poor

wear resistance, and short life. Therefore, there is an urgent need to apply anti-

wear materials to solve the tribological problem in the tribovoltaic effect. Hydroge-

nated diamond-like carbon (DLC) films, which are excellent solid-lubricating

materials with good wear resistance, have low COF (COF < 0.01) under high normal

load and high-frequency friction conditions, even in a high vacuum environment or

inert atmosphere.26–28 Based on the inherent close relationship between triboelec-

tricity and friction, the electric energy collection system combined with friction can

also be used to design an in situ sensor to monitor the friction state, which is impor-

tant and meaningful in practical applications.26–29

Herein, a new type of macroscale SL-TENGwas fabricated based on the hydrogenat-

ed DLC coating in the continuous friction process for mechanical-energy harvesting

and friction-state detection. In the macroscopic ball-on-disk contact mode, SL-

TENG has achieved a current of 60 nA and power density of up to 5.815W/m2. More-

over, SL-TENG has an extremely low COF of less than 0.01 and a low wear rate

compared with sliding triboelectric generators with the friction pair of graphite-

like carbon (GLC) film and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). Thus, SL-TENG has a

long working life and a high energy-harvesting efficiency under high load and

high-speed friction conditions. The current analysis of the friction process and the

first-principle calculations indicated that the ultralow friction of SL-TENG is mainly

attributed to the low energy barrier between the hydrogen-terminated surfaces. In

addition, the DC output is attributed to the tribovoltaic of the rubbing interface.

The situation as mentioned above effectively ensures the realization of high tribo-

electric energy harvesting under superlubric friction in macroscale. A method of

online detection of superlubric friction state failure by friction electrification is pro-

posed on the basis of the inseparable relationship between triboelectricity and

the COF of the SL-TENG. This method shows the tremendous potential of real-

time friction state detection in the actual closed working condition.

RESULTS

Fabrication of the macroscale SL-TENG

Figures 1A and 1B show the preparation process, molecular structure, and the

atomic force microscopic (AFM) image of the hydrogen-containing DLC film, which

was fabricated by amagnetron sputteringmethod with the composition of a network

of sp2 carbon atoms, sp3 carbon atoms, and hydrogen atoms.30,31 The surface of the

prepared DLC film has a nanometer-scale roughness of 1.03 nm, which is beneficial

for reducing the mechanical interlocking of microstructures during friction.32 The hy-

drogenated DLC films have low COF under high normal load and high-frequency

friction conditions, even in a low vacuum environment. This situation is due to the

following: the weak mechanical interlocking of the smooth surfaces and the low
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Figure 1. Concept display and schematic diagram of the macroscopic SL-TENG

(A) Schematic illustration of the preparation of the hydrogen-containing DLC film.

(B) Molecular structure and AFM image of the DLC film.

(C) Schematic of the fabrication of the SL-TENG based on a ball-on-disc friction mode with DLC film and steel ball as the friction pair.

(D) ISC and its corresponding COF of the SL-TENG. The friction is carried out under a load of 10 N (Hertz contact stress of 1.37 GPa), an amplitude of

5 mm, and a frequency of 6 Hz. The atmosphere is dry nitrogen (relative humidity [RH] < 10%).

(E) VO and its corresponding COF of the SL-TENG. The friction is carried out under a load of 10 N (Hertz contact stress of 1.37 GPa), an amplitude of

5 mm, and a frequency of 6 Hz. The atmosphere is dry nitrogen (RH < 10%).

(F) JSC of the SL-TENG in 10,000 cycles and the corresponding COF. The friction is carried out under a load of 10 N (Hertz contact stress of 1.37 GPa), an

amplitude of 5 mm, and a frequency of 6 Hz. The atmosphere is dry nitrogen (RH < 10%).
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interfacial adhesion caused by the formation of the transfer film, the low s bond con-

tent of the DLC film, the weakened p–p* interaction, and the high passivation of the

carbon–hydrogen bond to the surface.26,27,33 This notion means that the work con-

ducted by the mechanical friction motion is rarely dissipated by thermal energy or

adhesive wear, but it is converted into other forms of energy, such as electricity;

thus, the DLC film has a greater potential to improve its frictional energy conversion

efficiency than the ordinary polymers and is more promising for use in sliding-mode

TENGs.34,35

The friction pairs, DLC film and steel ball, are assembled to be the SL-TENG to simul-

taneously harvest the triboelectric energy during the friction process and explore the

relationship between triboelectricity and tribological behavior of friction pairs in situ.

A commercial friction-testing machine directly drives the above-mentioned pairs to

realize the superlubric friction motion with a ball-on-disc friction mode in an inert ni-

trogen atmosphere (Figure 1C). The steel ball fixture consists of an insulated rod and

a conductive holder to avoid the electromagnetic interference from the machine. In

this designed SL-TENG system, the steel ball was a rubbing surface and acted as an

electrode connected to the ground wire and the steel backplane of the DLC via the
Matter 5, 1–15, May 4, 2022 3
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load. On the one hand, the electric information of SL-TENG was collected through

the external electrical test devices during the superlubric process. On the other

hand, the COF was collected by the built-in sensor of the friction-testing machine.

Therefore, the triboelectric and COF can be simultaneously collected to analyze

the behavior of triboelectricity during the friction process. Herein, superlubricity in

the macroscale (COF < 0.01) and DC output are two main features of SL-TENG dur-

ing the reciprocating or rotational friction process.

The short-circuit current (ISC) and output voltage (VO) of the SL-TENG based

on ball-on-disk reciprocating friction mode are presented in Figures 1D and 1E,

respectively. The COF can reach from 0.002 to 0.009, which is considered to be

superlubricity.36,37 Under this superlubric friction condition, the ISC and VO can reach

a peak value of approximately 16 nA and 0.6 V, respectively. The electrical signals

obtained during the superlubric friction stage are both DC unipolar positive,

different from the normal TENGs with alternating current. In addition, the increase

in load and maximum speed will enhance the output of triboelectricity (Figure S1).

Figure 1F shows that the current density (JSC) of SL-TENG can reach more than 0.7

A/m2, and it is relatively stable during 10,000 reciprocating cycles under a COF

that is below 0.01. The maximum measured voltage is also maintained at approxi-

mately 0.5 V, and a power density of 0.47 W/m2 can be achieved in the case of

this reciprocating friction (Figure S2).

Advantages of SL-TENG

Figure 2A displayed the evolution of the triboelectricity and COF during the entire

friction process in the 1st hour to understand the formation of triboelectricity in a

macro-superlubric friction state. During the entire friction process, the ISC of SL-

TENG has undergone a transition from a negative peak shape to a positive peak

shape. At the initial stage (Figure 2A-I), the COF rapidly increased. The surfaces of

the steel ball and DLC film are severely worn, corresponding to the increase in the

absolute value of the ISC. After that, the ISC continues to increase negatively (Fig-

ure 2A-II). The DLC film may gradually transfer to the steel ball in this stage due to

the interface adhesion. Moreover, the low adhesion between the transfer film on

the surface of the steel ball and the DLC substrate greatly reduced the interaction

between the rubbing interfaces. The COF is still greater than 0.01.

Thereafter, the amplitude of the ISC decreases gradually (Figure 2A-III). This phe-

nomenon is probably caused by the formation of material transfer (the material

transfer results in two surfaces of similar properties). In other words, the work func-

tions of the friction pair are gradually approaching. Afterward, the polarity of the

ISC reversed (Figure 2A-IV). Before and after stage IV, the COF of SL-TENG has

been less than 0.01. When the polarity of the current is reversed, SL-TENG first un-

dergoes a positive ISC increase process (Figure 2A-V). Finally, SL-TENG enters the

stage of dynamically steady electricity harvesting with superlubricity (Figure 2A-

VI). Consequently, the friction process can be divided into three stages according

to the polarity division of the ISC: the running-in stage, the stage of polarity inversion,

and the dynamic stable superlubric stage (Figure S3). After the friction in the super-

lubric friction stage, the depth and width (Figure S4) of the wear scar did not become

deep and wide. Therefore, the superlubric stage is almost at the zero-wearing state

and has a great potential of long-time, low-wear operation. In addition, the surface

potential test also shows a similar evolution process of polarity reversion (Figure S5).

The carbon transfer film will adhere to the surface of the steel ball during the friction

process. Figures 2B and 2C display the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image
4 Matter 5, 1–15, May 4, 2022



Figure 2. The great advantages of DLC-based SL-TENG

(A) Comparison of the whole curve of ISC and COF of the SL-TENG. The friction is carried out under a load of 10 N, an amplitude of 5 mm, and a frequency

of 6 Hz. The atmosphere is dry nitrogen (RH < 10%).

(B) The scanned electron microscopic image of the transfer film adhered to the surface of the steel ball. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(C) The corresponding carbon element EDS distribution map.Scale bar, 50 mm.

(D) Raman spectra of the transfer film and DLC film before and after the friction process.

(E and F) ISC, COF, and the wear rate of SL-TENG when steel ball rubbed with the DLC film, GLC film, and PTFE. The data in (E) were presented as mean

G SD and sample size n = 3.

(G) Wear rate after the friction between the steel ball and the DLC for 1, 2, and 3 h. The inset images are the wear surfaces of the GCr15 steel ball at

different frictional times.Scale bar, 100 mm. The data in (G) were presented as mean G SD and sample size n = 3.
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and corresponding energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) image of the transfer

film adhered to the steel ball. The Raman spectra (Figure 2D) of the transfer film

adhered on the surface of the steel ball show a characteristic peak of the amorphous

structure of carbon.38 The G peak of the transfer film tends to shift toward a high-fre-

quency region, thereby indicating that the structure of the transfer film changed to

graphitization.39–43

The currents of the GLC film and PTFE under the same frictional conditions were

used for comparison to further understand the huge advantages of SL-TENG in

terms of triboelectricity and friction. Figure 2E shows that the ISC values are approx-

imately 0.5 and 1 nA when the steel ball is rubbed with the GLC film and PTFE under
Matter 5, 1–15, May 4, 2022 5
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the same conditions. The ISC during the entire frictional process of the steel ball with

GLC film and PTFE is shown in Figure S6. The ISC of the SL-TENG is more than 10

times that of the GLC film or PTFE. Meanwhile, the ISC of the SL-TENG shows a uni-

polar peak shape that is different from other materials. The working principle of

TENG composed of PTFE and GLC is discussed in Figure S7.

Figure 2F shows that the DLC film has a lower COF and wear rate than those of the

GLC film and PTFE during the stable friction process. The average COFs of GLC and

PTFE are 0.11 and 0.24, which are 18 and 40 times of DLC, respectively. In addition,

the wear rates of GLC and PTFE are 8 and 1,235 times those of DLC, respectively.

Figure S8A demonstrates that the 3D wear scar images of the three materials intui-

tively show the excellent wear resistance of DLC. Figure S8B exhibits that the wear

depth of the DLC film is 0.28 mm, while those of GLC and PTFE are 1.4 and 40 mm,

respectively. This finding indicates that the DLC film is an attractive material with su-

perior tribology and electrical properties under this continuous friction condition. In

other words, we solve the problem of high friction and wear under high-contact-

stress state by selecting materials rather than improving friction conditions, which

has more important application potential in engineering. Figure 2G shows that, after

the DLC film has undergone a friction process of 1, 2, and 3 h, the wear rate did not

drastically change, thereby indicating its long-term operating life. The inset SEM im-

age of the surface of the GCr15 steel ball paired with the DLC film also proved that

the wear area remained basically constant. The 3D image and the wear depth of the

wear scar in Figures S7C and S7D show that it will not cause serious wear with time.

Working principle of the SL-TENG

Triboelectrification caused by continuous sliding friction of the components during

actual mechanical movement is common. In the conventional TENG, the two friction

layers have separation processes of overlapped charged surfaces, and the potential

difference between the electrodes drives the free electrons to flow in the external

circuit (Figure S9A). The situation is different here. The friction area of the steel

ball or other friction pairs is always in contact with the underlying substrate during

the friction process in the industrial machinery (Figure S9B). Herein, the DC tribo-

electricity signal may be attributed to the tribovoltaic effect based on the hetero-

junction interface (Figure 3A).44–46 Once a metal slides on a semiconductor surface,

the instantaneously newly formed atomic bond at the interface would release an en-

ergy quantum, named as ‘‘bindington,’’ which excites electron-hole pairs at the

interface. The electrons and holes are separated by the Schottky barrier at the inter-

face, resulting in a direct current. This is the tribovoltaic effect for themetal-semicon-

ductor case. As shown in Figure S10A, we confirmed that the prepared DLC should

have a semiconductor property through a test of the photovoltaic effect. When a

bias voltage is applied to the surface of the DLC, with the irradiation of 365 nm

UV light, the current through the DLC exhibits a significant increase (Figure S10B),

and the current gradually returns to the original level after closing the UV source.

The result proves that the prepared DLC has characteristics of semiconductor

because photoelectrons are challenging to be excited for the insulator. Moreover,

as shown in Figures S10C and S10D, the scanning current-voltage characteristic

curve (I-V curve) further confirms the semiconductor property of prepared DLC.

Figure 3B depicts the energy band diagram when the work function of steel ball is

lower than that of DLC (WFe < WDLC). In the initial noncontact state (1), the steel

ball and DLC constitute a friction pair and their work functions are different. The

work function of samples is tested through a contact-less measurement using Kelvin

probe with a reference gold tip. The measured work function of steel is about 4.63
6 Matter 5, 1–15, May 4, 2022



Figure 3. Proposed working principle of the SL-TENG

(A) Composition of friction interface during the friction process. ‘‘R’’ and ‘‘B’’ represent the connection modes.

(B) Energy band diagram of the MS junction in the noncontact state, equilibrium state, and sliding state.

(C) Equivalent circuit diagram of the SL-TENG.

(D and E) Side views of atomic configurations and the corresponding PESs (in unit of meV per unit cell) for surface dangling bonded and H-terminated

diamond slabs with an sp2 hybridized graphite bilayer under an interlayer distance d’ of 0.60 nm. The gray and white balls represent carbon and

hydrogen atoms, respectively. The dots denote the positions when the relative movement of graphite bilayer and diamond slab reaches the highest

energy state DEmax and the lowest energy state DEmin.
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eV, and the work function of DLC is about 4.85 eV (Figure S11). In the second state

(2), the friction pair is in good contact under the pressure of the load. Due to the dif-

ference of the Fermi level (EF), the electrons will flow from the steel ball side to the

DLC side to establish a state of equilibrium, accompanying the energy band of DLC

to be bent downward, and form the built-in electric field at the space charge region

(SCR) on the DLC side. There are two ways for exciting charge carriers under fric-

tion.47 On the one hand, the electron-hole pair under frictional excitation will drift

under the influence of the built-in electric field. For example, the electrons will drift

to the metal side under the influence of the built-in electric field. On the other hand,

some electrons at the surface state will jump to a higher energy level under the exci-

tation of friction, overcoming the potential barrier at the junction interface. The holes

may also be excited similarly. Thus, due to the tribovoltaic effect, a potential differ-

ence (VS) will be formed and a direct current flow in the external circuit will be tested
Matter 5, 1–15, May 4, 2022 7
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during the sliding process.47–49 Figure 3C depicts the equivalent circuit diagram of

the SL-TENG based on the above theory.47 The friction part can be simplified as a

friction-induced generation diode (VS) and an internal resistance (RI). The mass spec-

trometry (MS) interface will produce a DC output for the external load (RL) under the

action of the friction. The working mechanism after forming the transfer film can be

deduced similarly.

On the nanometer scale, the hydrocarbon suspension bonds and the formation of

transfer layers also have important contributions to reducing frictional resistance.32

The effect of transfer film and hydrogen sealing on the frictional energy of the inter-

face during the friction process has been studied by first-principle calculations on

density-functional theory (DFT). In our model, a (111) diamond slab is established

in the rhombus unit cell (a1 = a2 = 2.514 Å) to represent the DLC film, which consists

of eight layers and eight carbon atoms. The bottom surface of the diamond slab is

passivated by hydrogen atoms. A graphite bilayer is placed on the diamond slab

to simulate the sp2 hybridized carbon transfer layer. The interface of the diamond

slab is in dangling bond (Figure 3D) state or H terminated (Figure 3E). All computa-

tions are performed within the framework of DFT as implemented in the Vienna Ab

initio Simulation Package (VASP) code by using the projector augmented wave

method with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation func-

tional,50–52 and the plane wave energy cutoff is set to 500 eV. The influence of van

der Waals (vdW) interactions is considered by using a modified version of vdW-

DF, referred to as ‘‘optB86b-vdW.’’ The PBE exchange functional of the original

vdW-DF is replaced with the optB86b exchange functional to yield accurate equilib-

rium interatomic distances and energies for a wide range of systems.53,54 A vacuum

thickness of over 15 Å is set in the perpendicular direction to avoid an interaction

from the periodic boundary condition. The whole system is relaxed by using a con-

jugate-gradient algorithm until the force on each atom is less than 0.1 eV/nm. In all

relaxation processes, special k points sampled on a 103 103 1mesh are employed.

After geometric optimization, the top graphite bilayer is transversely moved with

respect to the underlying diamond slab and relatively slides to different positions

and the whole system is relaxed again. During the sliding processes, the distance be-

tween the top layer of graphite and the surface layer of diamond slab with or without

H termination is fixed at a constant interlayer distance. After structural relaxation, a

higher k point density sampled on a 20 3 20 3 1 mesh is employed to calculate the

total energy at different sliding positions. The corresponding potential energy sur-

faces (PESs) for interlayer sliding are constructed by the difference between the total

energy E and the minimum total energy Emin of the system DE = E�Emin when the

graphite bilayer slides to different positions. Furthermore, Figures 3D and 3E

show the PESs of in-plane interlayer sliding of the graphite bilayer on the diamond

slab at a constant interlayer distance d’ of 0.6 nm. The maximum sliding energy

corrugation (DEmax � DEmin) of the H-terminated state is much lower than that of

the dangling bond state, thereby indicating a low interface sliding resistance.55,56

The friction reduction at the H-terminated interface is consistent with the experi-

mental measurement.

Applications of SL-TENG

SL-TENG can be applied in both energy harvesting and friction-state sensing. At

present, most of the DC-TENGs based on the tribovoltaic effect are mostly based

on the flat-on-flat friction mode, while the motion mode of ball-on-flat friction mo-

tion is limited in practical applications due to severe wear and high friction coeffi-

cient. We coupled the DLC into the research system of the tribovoltaic effect and

realized the electric energy harvesting in the ball-on-flat mode. An application of
8 Matter 5, 1–15, May 4, 2022



Figure 4. Mechanical energy harvesting of SL-TENG and its application of friction-state

monitoring

(A) Schematic of the energy-harvesting system based on the rotation mode, and the optical picture

shows that seven LEDs connected in series are illuminated. The friction was carried out under dry

nitrogen at a linear speed of 50 cm/s and a load of 10 N.

(B–D) ISC (B), VO (C), and COF (D) of SL-TENG in the rotation friction mode.

(E) Comparison of JSC and the power density of SL-TENG.

(F) ISC curve collected with a current amplifier and its corresponding COF curve under different

atmospheric changes.

(G) A circuit for sensing the failure of superlubric friction by using the unipolarity of the current and

the corresponding optical photo of the LED lamp when nitrogen and oxygen are injected.
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the triboelectric energy harvesting based on the rotation mode was demonstrated

to show the feasibility of energy harvesting at the friction interface of SL-TENG. Fig-

ure 4A shows that, during the stable friction process, electrons flow from the ground

into the upper friction interface; thus, the positive electrode of the LED is connected

to the steel ball, and the negative pole of the LED is connected to the steel plate of

DLC and the ground line. In this mode, the energy collected from the friction inter-

face can be directly used without rectification and several green LEDs can be directly

and continuously lighted (Video S1). Figures 4B and 4C show that the correlational

peak ISC and peak VO at this time can reach 60 nA and 0.55 V, respectively. Figure 4D

presents that the stable COF in the rotating mode is approximately 0.006. In this

case, the JSC can reach values as high as 1.7 A/m2; in addition, SL-TENG’s DC output

is more advantageous than traditional TENG (Figure S12). The results of the compar-

ison of JSC and the power density of SL-TENG are presented in Figure 4E. The JSC of

SL-TENG decreases with the increase in the load resistance, and the power density

of SL-TENG reaches 5.815 W/m2 when the load resistance is 200 MU. This remark-

able high output means the advantage of superlubric energy harvesting in the

future.
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In many cases, the information in the friction process reflected by the friction force

curve is too little to reflect the friction state of the friction pair well. Thus, real-time

sensing of the friction state is extremely important in tribology, which is helpful for

us to understand the state of the friction pair and ensure the normal operation of

the friction. Therefore, it is necessary to combine other test methods to characterize

the friction interface state globally. The triboelectric signal is closely related to the

friction state. Using the change of the electric signal to monitor the friction state is

a very suitable and important means in friction sensing. The friction state in situ dur-

ing the actual sliding should be grasped to maintain the safe operation of the ma-

chine and handle possible failures. Superlubric friction at macroscale is undoubtedly

significant for the life of the TENGs, and the failure of the superlubricity will greatly

reduce its service life. However, some abnormal accidental factors may negatively

influence the use of DLC film in the actual application. Thus, detecting the failure

of the material’s superlubric friction state is critical. This method effectively detects

the abnormal tribological conditions between the steel ball and the DLC film due to

the good correspondence relation between the COF and the ISC. Figure 4F demon-

strates that the COF and ISC of the SL-TENG will closely change with the intermittent

injection of nitrogen and air. A positive current of approximately 14 nA was collected

while under a dry inert nitrogen atmosphere. The corresponding COF was below

0.01. When ambient air is injected, the current in the steady stage reached �80

nA, and the COF also rose to approximately 0.05. The DLC film has experienced se-

vere wear in the air (Figures S13A and S13B). In addition, the design of DC-TENG

with high current output occupies a very important position in the engineering appli-

cation of TENG in the future. Although the superlubric friction state of SL-TENG fails

in air, the current output in air is really large and its friction coefficient is relatively low

(COF < 0.1) compared with conventional polymers. Thus, the DLC can also be de-

signed as a low-friction DC-TENG in the range of conventional lubrication. If the at-

mosphere was repeatedly changed, then the friction current would change with the

modification of the COF, and this repetition process is sensitive. This situation allows

the current in the friction process to be used to detect the friction state in situ. The

change of the atmosphere can be visually detected by illuminating the LED by a sim-

ple circuit (Figure 4G) without rectification. When rubbing in the atmospheric envi-

ronment, the system generates a negative current signal, and the excited electrons

flow into the negative pin of the LED connected to the steel ball to light it. While in

the nitrogen environment, the LED light cannot be lit up. Therefore, we use the char-

acteristics of different current output polarities to connect the unidirectional output

LEDs to the circuit so that it can only be turned on in the air, enabling in situ moni-

toring of superlubricity failure caused by transition from nitrogen to air. Given that

the superlubric current in nitrogen is positive, the LEDs cannot be illuminated

because it only allows the current to flow in one direction. The current collected in

the air was negative, which may be due to the heterojunction friction of steel ball

and DLC. In addition, friction in the air is also accompanied by adsorption of water

molecules, oxygen, etc. and the oxidation of the interface (Figure S13C).57 Thus, the

LEDs can be illuminated in the air. The change of LEDs when changing from nitrogen

to air is shown in Video S2. In this way, we can realize the sensing of friction state on

the basis of the unipolarity of the current.

The above method can even be used to sense other frictional conditions, such as

when certain objects (e.g., oil andwater) that have a negative influenceonnormal fric-

tion in the actual application are present at the interface. Figure S14A shows that,

when some water is present at the rubbing interface, the friction coefficient will in-

crease to approximately 0.15. The current at this time exhibits a polymer-like bidirec-

tional current characteristic, and its value decreases. When some Poly Alpha Olefin
10 Matter 5, 1–15, May 4, 2022
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(PAO) 10 base oil was present at the interface, the transfer film was isolated by the oil

film and the friction coefficient increased to 0.08. Furthermore, the SL-TENG lost the

characteristics of DC high output due to the failure of the frictional effect since the

contact interface is separatedby the insulating oil (Figure S14B). Consequently, these

derived abnormal friction situations can also bemonitored by triboelectric signals on

the basis of the close relationship between triboelectricity and friction coefficient.

Whether in the tribological test or in the actual friction monitoring in the future, the

in situ self-powered monitoring of triboelectrification will have prominent

applications.

In the research history of tribology, the classical tribological laws are summarized

from themacroscopic frictionmotion, and the relationship between the load, friction

coefficient, friction speed, etc. and friction force is approximately established. How-

ever, the classical tribological laws have great limitations and must be studied in

depth. The energy dissipation mechanism of friction has always been the core issue

of basic research in tribology. The energy dissipation at the microscopic level is the

cause of the phenomena, such as heat, force, light, and electromagnetic radiation, in

themacroscopic friction. Among them, triboelectric electrification is a common phe-

nomenon in interfacial friction, in which electrons are continuously transferred,

excited, and flowed between two surfaces. Most of the current research on the rela-

tionship between triboelectrification and friction force is based on contact resistance

(friction between metal and metal), surface potential (mainly for dielectric), current

and voltage to ground (friction involving metal friction pairs), and other test

methods, ignoring the relationship between carrier transfer and friction at different

interfaces that require different energy values for processes such as electron excita-

tion. It is difficult to determine the necessary relationship between the tribovoltaic

effect and friction because of many factors that influence friction. However, how to

control friction by regulating the tribovoltaic effect is a possible research direction in

the future.
DISCUSSION

In summary, we combined the tribology test machine with TENG on the basis of the

continuous friction of the ball-on-disk contact modewith high contact stress.We also

realized the collection and utilization of triboelectric energy in the state of macro-

scopic friction with superlubricity and solved the problem with the silicon-material-

based DC-TENG with high COF and wear rate. During the macroscopic friction

process with a COF of less than 0.01 and an ultralow wear rate, SL-TENG has a ISC
output about 60 nA and a JSC output of up to 1.7 A/m2, and its energy density can

reach 5.815 W/m2. The potential difference produced by friction provides a path

for converting mechanical energy into electrical energy at macroscale. The first-prin-

ciple calculations indicate that the ultralow friction on the DLC film is mainly attrib-

uted to the hydrogen-terminated surface. This design that closely combines COF

and triboelectricity provides a new strategy for macroscopic energy harvesting and

friction-state detection of mechanical motion, which has good prospects in the field

of tribology and self-powered sensing. Furthermore, this work also provides a new

research direction for the tribological design of heterogeneous friction interfaces.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to

and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, wangda@licp.cas.cn.
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Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents. Steel ball (GCr15, Ningyang Xinxin

Stainless Steel Ball Manufacturing), phosphorus pentoxide (Tianjin Kemiou Chemical

Reagent), and PAO10oil (SpectraSyn 10, ExxonMobil (China) Investment) were used.

Data and code availability

All data needed to evaluate the conclusions in the paper are present in the paper

and/or supplemental information. Any additional information required to reanalyze

the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

Preparation of the hydrogenated DLC film

The hydrogenated DLC film with a thickness about 2.5 mm was deposited on a pol-

ished stainless-steel plate (450 mm 3 30 mm, 1Cr18Ni9Ti) by the unbalanced

magnetron sputtering method with the help of an external-field-induced growth ef-

fect of an a-C:H film, which used methane as a hydrogen source.28,58 The nonhydro-

genated GLC filmwas prepared by a similar method without the introduction of CH4.

Preparation of SL-TENG

A steel ball (GCr15) with a diameter of 6 mm was simultaneously chosen as an elec-

trode and the upper friction pair. First, the steel ball was fixed in a metal holder and

insulated from the rest of the tribometer (TRB) (Anton paar). A copper wire was then

stuck onto the surface of the metal holder in the lower part. The hydrogen-contain-

ing DLC film deposited on the stainless-steel plate was used as another friction layer

of the SL-TENG. The steel plate was well grounded to avoid other electromagnetic

interferences.

Fabrication of the friction-triboelectricity coupling test system

The tribometer was wrapped in aluminum foil, which was well grounded to avoid

external electromagnetic interference. The relative humidity of the entire friction envi-

ronment after drying by phosphorus pentoxide is less than 10%. When measuring the

ISC, the two input terminals of the current amplifier are respectively connected to the

copper wire led from the steel ball holder and to the ground. The coefficient of friction,

the ISC, or the output voltage (VO) from the friction process were synchronously

collected when the friction pair is in contact and shearing. The superlubric friction pro-

cess adopts a linear reciprocatingmode inN2with a relative humidity less than 10%, an

amplitude of 5mm, a load of 10N, and a reciprocated frequency of 6 Hz (9.4248 cm/s).

When collecting energy in rotating mode, the friction process was carried out under

dry nitrogen at a linear speed of 50 cm/s and a load of 10 N.

Characterization

The COF of the DLC film was obtained by the build-in force sensor of the tribometer.

The 3D wear morphology and the wear rate were obtained with a 3D profile analyzer

(Micro XAM 800). The AFM images were acquired using Agilent 5500 AFM (Agilent

Technologies, USA) with a contact mode. The SEM images and elemental analysis

images were acquired by Phenom ProX (Phenom, the Netherlands). The contact

area between the steel ball and the DLC film was approximately 17,000 mm2

measured from the wear scar area after testing. The contact area under stable fric-

tion was basically unchanged. The Raman spectra of the DLC film, the transfer film

on the steel ball, and the GLC film were measured through the Raman spectroscopy

(Horiba LabRam HR800) with a 532-nm wavelength excitation.

The collected ISC was detected via the SR570 Low Noise Current Preamplifier (Stan-

ford Research System, USA) with a filter frequency of 10 Hz (at this frequency,
12 Matter 5, 1–15, May 4, 2022
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ambient and machine noise is avoided and current is easier to identify under this fil-

ter). The short-circuit current density (JSC) of SL-TENG was obtained by dividing the

current by the contact area. The VO of the SL-TENG was measured with a resistor of

100 MU in series. The surface potential was detected through electrostatic

measuring probe (SK050 and SK1000, KEYENCE [China]) at a distance about

5 mm. The current and voltage data during the rubbing of the DLC film were

collected via NI PCIe-6259 DAQ card (National Instruments, USA) and exported

through a LabVIEW BASE Development System (National Instruments). In the test,

A layer Cr is deposited as an electrode on the surface of the DLC surface (SuPro In-

struments ISC150T, SuPro Instruments). The I-V curve is collected by Keithley 2400

Source Meter. The work function was tested through an atmospheric Kelvin probe in

a Faraday cage (KVP-00-00-00, Instytut Fotonowy Poland).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.matt.

2022.02.021.
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